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An upper bound on the probability" oferror for discrete memoryless channels 
with sequential decision feedback is found. It is shown to be identical to the 
feedback exponent derived by Forney. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the more important recent developments in information theory 
has been the realization that the use of a noiseless feedback channel could 
beneficially alter the exponential dependence of the error probability on the 
block length. These indications were provided by the work of Schalkwijk 
and Kailath [3] in which analog quantities are fed back and that of Forney [1], 
in which the feedback channel is used in a binary fashion. 
In this paper, we find another scheme by which a noiseless feedback channel 
can be used to improve upon one-way performance. The forward channel is 
discrete and memoryless and code words of indefinite length are assumed. 
Upon receipt of a symbol from the channel, the receiver determines whether 
it has sufficient confidence to make a decision. If not, via the feedback channel 
it requests that the transmitter send the next symbol in the code word currently 
under consideration. This scheme is the amplitude-and-time discrete version 
of the signaling technique proposed by Viterbi [4] in which continuous 
signals are sent over a Gaussian channel and the feedback path is used to 
terminate a transmission. 
II. THE SIGNAL AND RECEIVER STRUCTURE 
To formally describe the constraints of the problem, some symbolism has 
to be introduced. The input alphabet is denoted by the set X whose typical 
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member is x; a typical member of the set of output symbols isy. The channel 
is characterized by the matrix of transition probabilities 1[ p(y ] x)][. 
There are M equiprobable code words. The m-th code word, E~, is denoted 
by the sequence of input letters, xlm, x~ ,..., of indefinite length. The version 
of this sequence truncated to a length k is denoted by ~xm • The first k outputs 
of the channel are denoted by kY. On observing each successive output 
symbol, the receiver computes the M quantities 
D~m = p(m ] k~)/~.~'~ p(m' [ ~fi) m = 1, 2,..., M. (1) 
I f  none of these quantities i greater than e a another transmission is requested; 
on the other hand, if one of these quantities i  larger than e a, one of the code 
words for which Dkm > e a is declared to have been sent. These considerations 
define the feedback strategy: formally the receiver has to request hat xk+l, ~ 
be sent if 
D~m < e A for all m, (2a) 
and to declare that the m-th code word was sent if 
Dkm >/e a. (2b) 
Thus, after receiving each output symbol, the receiver computes all the D~m 
and decides whether or not to continue transmitting the code word in question. 
A typical receiver decision is depicted in Fig. 1. 
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FIG. 1. How the receiver makes its decision. 
CODE WORD I IS DECLARED TO HAVE BEEN SEN7 
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III. DERIVATION OF THE EXPONENTIAL ERROR BOUND 
When the receiver makes its decision and announces that m was sent, the 
probability that m was not sent conditioned on kY being received is bounded 
by Eq. (2b), i.e., 
~2~' ~ P(m' I kY) >~ eA' (3) 
The probability that m was not sent conditioned on ~ when kY falls in the 
decision region corresponding to m is just the conditional probability of error. 
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (3) by ~,, , ,~ p(m' I ~Y) and averaging over 
those ~ for which m is decided yields 
(1 -- P(e))/P(e)/> e a, (4) 
where P(e) is the overall probability of error. 
It is now appropriate to estimate ~V, the average number of transmissions 
required for a receiver decision. We first postulate that code word/~ is sent 
with _N. being the average number of channel transmissions required for 
Dk. to exceed eA. Since N.  > N, it follows that 
AT./> N. (5) 
To evaluate N . ,  we observe that provided N. < oo 
~V. = ~ Pr[N. ~> k]. (6) 
k=l  
Each term in the right side of Eq. (6) will be overbounded using a random 
coding argument. We suppose that the code words are chosen according to 
the probability law 
k 
P(~2~) = 1-I px(x,~), (7) 
i=1 
i.e., each entry in each code word is chosen independently in accordance 
with the same measure Px('). Since 
Pr(N. >/k) • Pr(Dk. < ea), (8) 
we focus our attention on Dk.. Let us first rewrite the expression for D~. as 
Pr(eY I k2.) (9) 
Dk. = ~ .~pr (~y[~. )  
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which is arrived at by multiplying the numerator and denominator of the 
right side of Eq. (1) with the quantity p(k~)/M. Since the channel is memo- 
ryless, 
Pr(~y J ~)  = 1-[ p(yi Exit). (lO) 
i=1 
According to Jensen's inequality (see Hardy [2]), 
2 Pr(~Yt k~,-') < I/cXm')) 1/ (11) 
for v~> 1. 
Thus, we have that 
I ' I~=lP(Y i  ix,v) 
D~. > (X 1-i ~ ~1/~c~, I w) )  = dk.. (12) m'~** i= l r  xdi  X v 
It is convenient to define the right side of Eq. (12) to be dk,, as shown above. 
By virtue of Eq. (12), 
Pr[Dk, < e A] ~< er [4 ,  < ca]. (13) 
Let us define a characteristic function, eke, as follows: 
ek~ = dk, ~> e a (14) 
so that 
er[dk. < e a] = E{¢,~,}. (15) 
Because of Eq. (14), it is apparent that 
~ku ~'~ esl~rA--lOgdku] (16) 
where sk ~> 0, so that 
E{~k,} < eSkaE{e-skl°gae"}. (17) 
We evaluate the expectation on the right side of Eq. (17) over the ensemble of 
codes, as well as with the transition probability measures of the channel. (This 
is the first time the random coding argument is invoked.) The expectation 
may be written as 
=Elexp[--sk(~=llogp(y, lxiv)--vlog ~.#~.~=pl/~(y~,x,m'))]l. (18, 
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We observe that if vs k ~< 1, 
eVSe l°gZ ~ ZVS~ 
is a convex-up function of Z as shown in Fig. 2, so that 
Z~ ~ Z~.  
us k 
Z 
S 
Z 1 
(~) USk 
zUSk 
315. 
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FIG. 2. Illustrating the convexity of Zvs~. 
Let us apply this inequality to the right side of Eq. (18), with the average 
taken only over the xim, variables. We then have 
E{e -~1°gak") ~ E lexp [--s~ (~= logp(y~ l xi. ) 
- -v log  Z I - [ZP l /~(y i lx )  px(x . 
m" ¢t~ i= l  x 
(,) 
(21) 
The quantity labeled @ is not a function of m'; there are M --  1 such quanti- 
ties, all identical. Therefore, we may write the right side of Eq. (21) as 
E{e -skl°gak"} ~evskl°g(M-1)Elexp[--s~(~=l[logp(YilXi.) 
1)]I - -  v log Z P (Yi I x)px(x) • (22) x 
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But since we are now taking the expectation of a product of independent 
random variables, it follows that the right side of Eq. (22) is 
E{e -skl°ga~"} ~< e vselOg(M-1) [E lexp [--se (logp(y[ x) 
--vlog~,pl/'(y,x)px(X))]i] k. (23) 
The above is somewhat more conveniently written as 
where 
E{e-Skl°ga~-} ~< elCU'(-s~)+sk vl°g(M-1) 
ix(s) = log E{eS[l°g~(ul~e)-A°gEx~x(x)~°l/V(vlx)]}. 
(24) 
(25) 
The above expression utilizes the probability measure p(ylx)px(x). 
Combining Eqs. (24), (17), (15), and (13), we finally have 
Pr[Dk, < e A] < e e"(-s')+s'~tA+~'l°g(M-1)a. (26) 
To overbound N , ,  we have to sum Eq. (26) on k. This is expedited by 
observing that 
Ix(--sk) = --s~E tlogp(y l x) --v log ~pl/"(y [ x) px(x)I -}- O(skZ). (27) 
X, J 
The expectation i the right side of Eq. (27) is just E0f, the feedback error 
exponent found by Forney [1]. 
Choosing 
10 A + u log(M-  1) /> k(Eo, + O(s2)/s) (28) sk = ts otherwise 
in combination with Eqs. (26) and (27) results in 
ll A -5 u log(M -- 1) >~ k(Eol -t- O(s2)/s) 
Pr[Dk, < e A] ~< e_(~_ko)(~E01+o(8,)) otherwise. (29) 
Here s is as yet an undefined constant and k o is the largest integer less than or 
equal to 
A -~ v log(M -- 1) 
e0~ + o(,2)/s 
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Combining Eqs. (29), (8), and (6) results in 
_/V,, <~ A + v log(M -- 1) + 1 . (30) 
Eoj + O(se)/s 1 -- e-SZoi +°(s2~ 
Since 2V, overbounds 2V, the average number of transmissions required for 
the receiver to make a decision, and because --log P(e) overbounds A [Eq. (4)], 
it follows that 
dV ~< --log P(e) + v log(M -- 1) + 
Eol -+- O(s2)/s 1 - -  e -SEof  ~-O(s~) 
(31) 
or  
l og (M-  1)] 4 log P(e) <~ - -N [Eo~ -- v ~V E°I + O(s~)/s + N O(s2) (32) 
1 - -  e-sEos +O(s2) S 
Observe that if we choose 
, = (33) 
the remainder term is of the order of ~/~.. We, therefore, have the result 
- 1 log P (e )~ --N[E°'--vl°g(21/l~--N 1) -t- 0 (~-~)] .  (34) 
Since 
log(M -- 1)/N < log M/N = R (35) 
where R is the rate, our result takes the familiar form 
log P(e) ~ --N[Eol -- vR + O(1/V'N-)]. (36) 
This completes our proof or finite v. The actual error exponent is found by 
maximizing E0f over the set of input probability measures px(x) and on the 
half line, v/> 1. When it is required that v -+ 0% the result is still correct, 
but a new proof is needed since the expansion given in Eq. (27) is not valid. 
We circumvent this problem by expanding in powers of sky and proceeding 
as before, i.e., letting s~v equal 0 or sv as required. This procedure could have 
been followed originally but was not for reasons of clarity. 
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 1 
It is interesting to compare the strategy presented here with that given by 
Forney. In the latter, a code word of length N is transmitted without using 
the feedback channel; in the sequential decision case, we transmit k 0 times 
with probability one, i.e., also without requiring feedback. In Forney's tech- 
nique, if N transmissions are not enough, N more ar e requested with one use 
of the feedback channel. This occurs with vanishingly small probability. In 
the technique presented here, the average number of uses of the forward 
channel that are required after the first k 0 uses are of the order of ~¢~, with 
each forward transmission being prompted by a feedback request. The scheme 
presented here, thus, uses the feedback channel more heavily than that of 
Forney; yet, the exponential behavior of the errors in the two schemes are 
alike. One would therefore suspect, as does Forney, that this bound is expo- 
nentially tight. This has, in fact, been shown to be true by Viterbi [5] in a 
number of cases. 
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